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Abstract—In the conventional cellular network, each base
station (BS) manages its own energy consumption. When a
BS lacks sufficient energy, user equipments (UEs) have to be
offloaded to the other BSs which leads to higher signaling
cost and lower throughput. Energy cooperation schemes allow
energy to be transferred among BSs through power grids which
reducing the frequency of UEs offloading due to the lack of
sufficient energy. In this paper, we study the user association
(UA) problem with energy cooperation in heterogeneous networks
(HetNets) where BSs are powered by renewable energy sources.
We formulate the UA problem as an optimization problem that
seeks to maximize the throughput while allowing energy to be
exchanged between BSs. We implement a two-step approach to
solve the UA problem. First we use a gradient descent method
to achieve the optimal UA solution. Then we use a heuristic
algorithm that determines the exchange of energy between BSs
based on the acquired UA scheme. We compare the performance
of our UA scheme with two other schemes namely, reference
signal received power-based UA and gradient descent UA without
energy cooperation. Our simulation results indicate that our UA
scheme with energy cooperation could improve the throughput
and increase the number of accepted UEs of the whole network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, about 80% of the energy used by cellular
networks is consumed by the radio access network, more
precisely by base stations (BSs) [1]. Reducing the energy
consumption of BSs while ensuring the quality of service
(QoS) of users is a significant issue. One promising way to
solve this problem is energy harvesting (EH), which consists of
harvesting energy from renewable sources, such as solar panels
and wind turbines. It is expected that energy harvesters will
be deployed widely in future 5G cellular networks to improve
energy efficiency [2].

By contrast to the conventional homogeneous networks
(HomoNets), heterogeneous networks (HetNets) are multi-
tier structures which can provide extra capacity and higher
spectrum efficiency. In HetNets small cells such as picocells
and femtocells are densely distributed within the macrocell
geographical area. These small cells are more energy efficient
as they pull end users closer to the network access points.
Each small cell alone consumes lower power. Hence energy
harvesters are more able to supply the necessary energy. There-

Fig. 1. Scenario for offloading when energy insufficient

fore, small cell BSs could avoid the wired power constraint
and support a ”drop and play” deployment [3].

However, although the amount of renewable energy is
potentially unlimited, the intermittent nature of renewable
energy sources results in highly random energy availability in
BSs. It is then necessary to develop novel resource allocation
schemes to deal with the energy and load variations across
time and space effectively. Recent studies have proposed radio
resource allocation algorithms in renewable energy powered
HetNets [3]–[6]. In [3], a BS needs to remain inactive in
order to accumulate enough renewable energy before it serves
its UEs again. The fraction of time a BS can remain active
is used as the fundamental metric of interest. A distributed
user association (UA) scheme called GALA is proposed in
[4] which considers both the traffic delivery latency and the
green energy generation rate of energy harvesters in order to
minimize the energy consumption in two-tier HetNets. In [5]
the UA problem is addressed under the assumption that each
BS is solely powered by renewable energy sources and it
aims at maximizing the number of accepted user equipments
(UEs) and minimizing the radio resource consumption. The
UA problem in 3-tier HetNets with hybrid energy sources is
considered in [6] for maximizing the utilization of harvested
energy as well as minimizing the average traffic delay.

In HetNets with renewable powered BSs, each BS generally
manages the renewable energy harvested by itself. When a BS
does not have enough energy to support its users’ traffic de-



mands, some of its users have to be offloaded to neighbouring
BSs as illustrated in Fig. 1. The UE 1 has to be offloaded
from BS 1 to BS 2 due to the low energy level of BS 1. This
process introduces two problems. First, the signaling cost for
facilitating the handover process can be high especially with
the increasing number of UEs. Second, the quality of service
(QoS) of UEs will be affected by enforcing them to associated
with the second best serving cell. To deal with these problems,
the concept of energy cooperation has been proposed in wire-
less networks which allows energy to be transferred between
BSs [7]. Hence UE 1 could still associate with the BS 1 at
the expense of some energy loss in the transferring process.
Previous studies have considered point-to-point models [7] [8]
two-hop models [9], there are also some studies about the
energy cooperation among BSs in cellular networks [10] [11]
[12]. A joint information and energy cooperation scheme is
studied in [10] for one single coordinated multi-point cluster,
to optimize the transmit power and the amount of transferred
energy among BSs in order to maximize the sum rate of the
whole system. In [11] an algorithm is proposed for minimizing
the conventional energy consumption in the case of two BSs
when the energy cooperation between them is allowed. A joint
energy cooperation and spectrum allocation scheme is studied
in [12]. It jointly optimizes the cooperated energy and the
spectrum allocation between two hybrid powered BSs that
belong to two different cellular systems aiming to minimize
the weighted sum energy cost.

To the best of our knowledge, the UA problem in energy
cooperation enabled HetNets has not been studied in depth.
This paper aims to fill the gap between energy cooperation
enabled HetNets and UA with renewable energy powered BSs.
The problem is formulated as maximization of the system
throughput under the constraints of available energy. We solve
the problem in two steps. First, a gradient descent algorithm
(GRA-UA) is used to solve the UA problem. Then we use
a heuristic algorithm for energy cooperation based on the
UA pattern we acquired from the first step. We compare
the proposed GRA-UA with energy cooperation with two
other schemes, the reference signal received power based UA
(RSRP-UA) and the GRA-UA without energy cooperation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
system model and formulates the UA problem. Section III
describes our UA and energy cooperation algorithm. Section
IV shows the simulation results of our scheme. The last section
summarizes our the conclusions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a two-tier downlink HetNet where one tier
is the macrocell and the other tier is the picocell. We con-
sider a HetNet scenario with K macrocells. Macrocell k
(k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}) includes one macro BS which is located
in the center of the area, denoted BSk0 , and Np pico BSs
denoted BSkm (m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np}). There are Nk UEs
UEkn (n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nk}) uniformly distributed within the
coverage of macrocell k’s geographical area. We assume that
each BS does not use any on-grid energy but is solely powered

Fig. 2. System model

by harvested energy and the transferred energy from other BSs
in the same macrocell. Fig. 2 shows the system model of our
design.

A. Energy Model

1) Renewable Energy: In this paper, we denote the energy
harvested by BSkm by EHk

m. The energy harvesting process of
BSkm is modeled as a stationary stochastic process described
by the probability density function (PDF) fkm(zkm) (m ∈
{0, ..., Np}) [13]. The energy harvesting rate is assumed to
be constant in each time slot and may change from one time
slot to another. In practice, the energy harvesting rate may not
change within several seconds [12].

2) Energy Cooperation: We allow the energy to be trans-
ferred in two directions. In our design, energy is trans-
ferred through the existing power grids. Energy can only
be exchanged among the macro BS and pico BSs in the
same macrocell geographical area. The energy cooperation
matrix is EC = {eckmm′ |k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}, m,m′ ∈
{0, 1, . . . , Np}, m′ 6= m}, where eckmm′ is the energy
transferred from BSkm to BSkm′ and eckmm′ ≥ 0. The energy
transfer efficiency between the two BSs is βkmm′ , where
0 < βkmm′ < 1. The energy transfer efficiency quantifies how
much energy is lost through energy transfer process. The larger
βkm′m, the larger of energy loss. In this paper, we use a linear
energy transfer efficiency model because the variation of the
power flows is negligibly small compared with the total power
volume in the network [10].

In this paper, we don’t consider the function of batteries,
and assume the harvested renewable energy cannot be stored
for two reasons. First, the existing energy storage devices are
used for power supply outage backup rather than charging
and discharging frequently [12]. Second, the charging and
discharging rate in short time scales are limited and expensive.

As suggested in [3] and [5], we separate time into two
scales, long time scale and short time scale. Long time
scale is the time for BSs to harvest renewable energy via
energy harvesters. Short time scale is for UA and scheduling
processes. This assumption can ensure that in the short time
scale, the energy consumption of each BS is fixed.



B. Downlink Transmission Model

Let Y be the UA matrix, Y = {ykmn |k ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,K},m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Np}, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nk}},
where

ykmn =

{
1, if UEkn is associated with BSkm
0, otherwise,m ∈ {0, ..., Np}

. (1)

The SINR of UEkn when associated with base station BSkm is

SINRkmn

=
Pk

mh
k
mn

Np∑
m′=0, m′ 6=m

Pk
m′h

k
m′n+

K∑
k′=1, k′ 6=k

Np∑
m′=0

Pk′
m′h

k′
m′n+σ

2

, (2)

where σ2 denotes the noise power level, P km (m ∈
{0, 1, ..., Np}) is the maximum transmit power of BSkm and
hkmn is the channel gain between UEkn and BSkm including
path loss and shadowing. To simplify the problem, we use
the Shannon capacity as the model of the transmission rate of
UEkn and BSkm, i.e.,

rkmn = log2(1 + SINRkmn). (3)

We assume the mean of traffic sizes of UEs is µn, and the
traffic load density of BSkm when UEkn is associated with it
is

φkmn =
µny

k
mn

rkmn
, (4)

which defines the fraction of time required to deliver traffic
load µn from BSkm to UEkn. Based on the traffic load density,
the overall load of BSkm is given by

δkm =

Nk∑
n=1

φkmn, 0 ≤ δkm < 1. (5)

The overall energy consumed by the BSkm is PT km, which can
be calculated following [14] as,

PT km = ∆k
mδ

k
mP

k
m + PSkm, (6)

where ∆k
m is the slope of load-dependent power consumption

of BSkm, P km is the maximum transmit power of BSkm and
PSkm is the static energy consumption of BSkm for power
consumed by the circuit and cooling systems.

C. Problem Formulation

We formulate the UA as an optimization problem aiming
to maximize the throughput while minimizing the energy
consumption under the scenario where energy cooperation
is enabled in the harvested energy powered HetNet. The
parameters in our design are the energy cooperation matrix
EC and the UA matrix Y. We define an utility function which
accounts for the throughput and the energy consumption of
each BS as below,

G(y) = ω

Nk∑
n

µny
k
mn − (1− ω)PT km, (7)

The first part of the utility function evaluates the throughput
of the BSkm while the second part is the energy consumption

of the BSkm. The parameter ω, 0 < ω < 1 weights the relative
importance of the throughput and the energy consumption of
BSkm. The larger this value, the more emphasis on the through-
put performance of the system. The smaller ω will attach more
emphasis on the energy consumption. The objective function
and constraints are as below,

max

K∑
k=1

Np∑
m=0

G(y), (8)

s.t.
Np∑
m=0

ykmn = 1 or 0, (9)

PT km−EHk
m+

Np∑
m′=0,m′ 6=m

(eckmm′ − βkm′mec
k
m′m) < 0, (10)

0 < δkm < 1, (11)

eckmm′ · eckm′m = 0, (12)

Constraint (9) indicates that each UE could only be asso-
ciated with one or no BS at each time slot. The constraint
(10) is the energy neutralization which means that the total
energy consumed by BSkm should be constrainted by the
total power supply including the harvested energy and the
transferred energy [11]. Constraint (12) makes sure that the
energy transferred between two BSs is in one direction.

III. PROPOSED USER ASSOCIATION ALGORITHM

The formulated optimization problem is combinational due
to the binary UA parameter ykmn. The complexity of the
problem isO(|B||U|) where B is the total number of BSs and U
is the number of UEs in the whole network.The computation
complexity of the problem is prohibitive even for a modest
sized network. As such the optimal solution of the problem can
not be found straightforward. In this paper, we use the GRA
method to acquire the pseudo-optimal solution of UA. Then
we get the energy cooperation scheme through the heuristic
algorithm based on the resulting UA pattern we obtained
through the GRA method.

First we use the GRA method to solve the UA problem.
In order to apply the GRA method, we need to relax ykmn ∈
{0, 1} to 0 ≤ ykmn ≤ 1 which represents the priority of the
association between UEkn and BSkm. Hence, the value of ykmn
is updated in the direction ∆ykmn as

ykmn(s) = ykmn(s− 1) + ζ∆ykmn, (13)

where ζ is the step size and s is the number of iteration. ∆ykmn
is

∆ykmn = dG(y)/dykmn = ωµn − (1− ω)∆k
mP

k
m

µn
rkmn

. (14)

In each macrocell, the value of ykmn will keep updating until
it reaches the constraints (9) or the limitation of the harvested
energy, and then the updating process stops. At this moment,
the value of ykmn is the priority of the association between



BSkm and UEkn. The higher of ykmn the higher priority of
association.

Then the UA process starts. First we sort all values of ykmn
that we obtained from the first step in the descending order.
The UA process will start from the UE who has the largest ykmn
value which is also the one who has highest priority. When
UEkn is associated with the serving BS BSkm, it will be deleted
from the waiting list. When the harvested energy of BSkm is
not sufficient, it will try to borrow energy from other BSs. In
our design BSkm will borrow energy based on the ratio of the
loads and the harvested energies of other BSs. It will calculate
the load and harvested energy ratios of all the other BSs who
are still active in the same macrocell and sort them in the
ascending order. The base station BSkm′ who has lowest ratio
will be selected. Before the real energy cooperation process
starts, BSkm should make the decision of whether it should do
the energy cooperation or just offload the UE to other BSs. It
calculates the energy that can be transferred from BSkm′ based
on the harvested energy of BSkm′ . If the energy BSkm required
is smaller than the τβEHk

m′ where 0 < τ < 1, and the remain
energy of BSkm′ is enough, the energy cooperation process
starts. If the energy can be borrowed is not enough, BSkm will
not afford extra UE anymore and it will be set as inactive. If
the transferred energy from BSkm′ could meet its requirement,
it will start to borrow energy. This joint UA and energy
cooperation process will stop when all the BSs are inactive
or all the UEs are associated with a BS. Each UE could just
associated with one BS. Meanwhile the transferred energy
should not exceed the maximum consumption energy of BSs.
Algorithm 1 shows the detailed UA and energy cooperation
algorithm.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this paper, a downlink HetNet composed of 19 macrocells
is simulated. Each macro BS is located in the center of their
macrocell. Within the coverage of each macrocell, three pico
BSs are symmetrically located along a circle with radius 200
m. All UEs are uniformly distributed and each UE could
just be associated with the BSs in the same macrocell. The
harvested energy of BSkm is uniformly distributed as [5],
fkm(zkm) = 1/(bkm − akm), ∀zkm ∈ [akm, b

k
m], where akm and

bkm are the minimum and maximum harvested energy of
BSkm respectively. The parameter for relative importance of
throughput and energy consumption ω equals to 10−5 which
is also used to make the throughput and energy consumption
in the same scale. We set τ to 0.5. The rest of the parameters
are shown in Table I.

We compare the performance of the GRA-UA with energy
cooperation with the conventional RSRP-UA scheme and
the GRA-UA without energy cooperation. In the RSRP-UA
scheme, each UE is associated with the BS who has largest
RSRP value.

Fig. 3 shows the number of accepted UEs under different
numbers of requesting UEs in each macrocell and maximum
harvested energies of pico BSs, where energy transfer effi-
ciency βkm′m is 0.8. As shown in Fig. 3, when the maximum

Algorithm 1: User association and energy cooperation algorithm in
HetNets with renewable energy powered BSs.
Initialization
ykmn = 0, AcceptUEk = ∅, AcceptUEnumk = 0,
∆ykmn = dG(y x)/dykmn, totalEnerkm = EHk

m,
remainEnerkm = EHk

m, used resourcekm = 0

Update the ykmn values
for k = 1 : K
used resourcekm = 0
while (used resourcekm < 1)

for m = 0, 1, ..., Np

used resourcekm =
Nk∑
n

ykmn·µn

rkmn

if used resourcekm < 1
for n = 1, 2, ..., Nk
ykmn = ykmn + ζ∆ykmn

end for
end if
if used resourcekm ≥ 1

break
end if

end for
end while

end for
User Association and Energy Cooperation
for k = 1 : K

while (acceptUEnumk < totalUEnumk) && (remainEnerk > 0)
&& (BSk. state > 0)

[M N ] = find(ykmn == max(Y))

if (remainEnerkM > requireEnerkMN )
&& (loadkM + requireLoadkMN < 1)
AcceptUEnumk = AcceptUEnumk + 1
AcceptUEk = [AcceptUEk N ]

elseif (remainEnerkM < requireEnerkMN )
&& (loadkM + requireLoadkMN < 1)

ener can borrowk

= min(
Np∑

m′,m′ 6=M
βremainEnerk

m′ ,
Np∑

m′,m′ 6=M
τEHk

m′ )

ener need borrowk = requireEnerkMN − remainEner
k
M

if energy need borrowk > ener can borrowk

ykmn = 0
BSk. stateM = 0

else
while 1
load ratiok

m′ = loadk
m′/EH

k
m′

bor fromk = arg max(load ratiok
m′ )

if βremainEnerkbor from > ener need borrowk

break
end if

end while
end if

end if
end while

end for

harvested energy of each pico BS is larger, more UEs can be
accepted under all three UA schemes while the improvement
of GRA-UA with energy cooperation is higher than the other
two UA schemes. That is because in the HetNets, due to the
difference of transmit powers of macro BSs and pico BSs,
more UEs will associate with macro BSs and the improvement
of maximum harvested energy of pico BSs does not enhance
the number of accepted UEs very much unless it can transfer
energy to the macro BSs. Meanwhile, when the maximum
harvested energy of the pico BS is the same, GRA-UA with
energy cooperation scheme could accept more UEs in each



TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Bandwidth 10MHz

Inter site distance 500m
Maxi transmit power of MBS 46dBm
Maxi transmit power of PBS 30dBm

Min harvested power of macro BS [780, 790] W
Max harvested power of macro BS [790, 880] W
Min harvested power of pico BS [14, 14.5] W
Max harvested power of pico BS [14.5, 19] W

Thermal Noise power -174 dBm/Hz
Pathloss of MBS 128.1 + 37.6log10d (km)
Pathloss of PBS 140.7 + 36.7log10d (km)

Log-normal shadowing fading 10 dB
Static energy consumption of macro BS 780 W [14]
Static energy consumption of pico BS 14 W [14]
Slop of MBS load-dependent power 4.7 [14]
Slop of PBS load-dependent power 4.0 [14]
Means of the user required data rate 100 Kbps [15]
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Fig. 3. Number of accepted UEs with different numbers of requesting UEs
in each macrocell

macrocell. When the number of requesting UEs increases,
although more UEs will be accepted, the growth rate of
accepted UEs number decreases until reaches the system
capacity limitation.

When the number of UEs is 250, Fig. 4 shows the
throughput of each macrocell under different energy transfer
efficiencies βkm′m. When the energy transfer efficiency is zero,
the required transferred energy is infinity and energy transfer
is not permitted. Under this scenario, the throughputs of the
GRA-UA with and without energy cooperation are the same.
When the energy transfer efficiency is one, there is no energy
loss during the energy cooperation process. It can be seen in
Fig. 4 that when the energy transfer efficiency is smaller than
0.6, The throughput of GRA with/without energy cooperation
are almost the same. That’s because when the energy transfer
efficiency is small, the energy loss will be large. Based on
the energy cooperation criterion we used, when the energy
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loss is large, the BS will decide to offload more UEs to other
BSs rather than borrow energy from other BSs. When the
energy transfer efficiency is larger than 0.6, energy cooperation
could reflects its advantage which provide a higher throughput
performance than the other two UA schemes.

Fig. 5 shows the throughput of three UA schemes with
various numbers of UEs and harvested energies of pico BSs.
We set the number of requesting UEs as 200 and 300 in each
macrocell and the value of pico BSs’ harvested energy is from
14.5 W to 19 W. As can be seen in the Fig. 5, the throughput
of each macrocell increases with the grow of pico BSs’
harvested power. Due to the limited of the maximum energy
consumption, when the harvested energies of pico BSs larger
than the maximum energy they needed, the throughput of both
RSRP-UA and GRA-UA without energy cooperation cannot



increase anymore. Meanwhile it is shown that the throughput
of two UA schemes without energy cooperation increases does
not as much as the GRA-UA with energy cooperation scheme.
This is because in the HetNets, most of UEs always associate
with macro BSs, due to the power disparity between macro
BSs and pico BSs, and the improvement of the harvested
energy of pico BSs does not enhance the throughput a lot
when there is no energy cooperation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we consider the UA problem in the scenario
where energy cooperation is allowed in the HetNets with
renewable energy powered BSs. We formulate the UA problem
as an optimization problem aiming to optimize the throughput
of the system while minimizing the energy consumption under
the constraints of energy. We use GRA scheme to decide
the UA at first. Then we propose a heuristic algorithm for
energy cooperation based on the UA scheme. The simulation
results indicates that the joint GRA and energy cooperation UA
could acquire better throughput performance compared with
the same UA without energy cooperation and conventional
RSRP-based scheme. We have considered the scenario that
BSs are solely powered by renewable energy. In the future,
we would consider the UA problem with energy cooperation
under the hybrid energy sources scenario with energy storage
such as batteries. Moreover, we will investigate the fairness of
UEs in the future.
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